
Pot Luck
by Ilona Hale MD CCFP

The legalization of cannabis would have been a great opportunity to create a well-organized national system for
cannabis, a carefully thought out and well-orchestrated five-course meal. Instead it has devolved into a pan-
Canadian pot luck. With the federal government downloading the responsibility for legislation and enforcement
to individual provinces and municipalities, everyone has been so busy serving up the details, no one
remembered to bring the public health education.

The national conversation has been dominated by cannabis producers and vendors and, not surprisingly, the
predominant message that has accompanied legalization is that pot is safe, natural and "medicinal" which most
people have interpreted as "good for you". I have had genuine, well-educated patients ask whether they should
start using cannabis "for their health". And it certainly appears that many ordinary law-abiding citizens who
would never have considered using pot in the past are now considering it as a good option, a "healthy"
alternative to almost everything.

Economically, for those in the cannabis industry, this has indeed been a tremendous stroke of luck. But this
comes at the cost of vulnerable patients who are being misled into subsidizing this industry based on
misinformation and risking their health in the hopes that the magic elixir will be the answer to all their troubles.
And because the political decision came before the medical evidence, it is hard to provide much information to
counsel patients about possible risks or benefits.1

We already have effective tools for public health education which have been used to reduce the burden of
tobacco smoking and drinking and driving; similar approaches could have been introduced from the beginning of
the legalization discussion, even based on the limited evidence of potential harms we have now. Instead, we will
have to work twice as hard after the fact to reverse public opinionwhich is being manipulated now by those who
stand to gain from this rapidly growing industry.2

Dr. Ilona Hale is a Clinical Assistant Professor in the Department of Family Medicine at the University of British
Columbia.
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